
Student Consultative Committee Meeting  

School of Geography, Planning & Environmental Management 

MINUTES 

 
Thursday 26 May 2016 

12:00 – 1:00 pm 
Room 519 Chamberlain 

 
 

Present Lauren Ravizzotti (Chair), Harry James (HJ), Natalie Maison (NM), Katie Doyle (KD) minutes, Matt Rice 
(MR), Manuela Benavides (MB) Kelsey Ellis (KE),  Rosabella Borsellino (RB), Erich Morgenbesser (EM), 
Meghan Cowling (MC). 

1. Apologies None 
 

2. Confirmation of 
Minutes 

Minutes of meeting held on Wednesday 23 March 2016 were corrected where required and taken as 
read and confirmed. 

3. Feedback from T&L 
Meeting 

Exam review  
- Action: Staff will go through exams on an individual basis with students. Email to request 

meetings.  
Lab computers 

- Action: computers with R will be labelled 
-  Further expansion of software restricted by licencing 
- All computers in labs have ArcGIS  

Cold water 
- Action: New kitchenette to be constructed on level 4, sink + hot and cold water  

 
Workshops on software 

- Action: Will investigate but will be based upon demand. Students advised that level five Duhig 
building has a new interactive space available for use and may be a venue for these 
workshops. 
  

GEOS1100  
- Liaised with individual lecturers. Jamie Shulmeister thanked for his assistance.  

  
GEOS3103  

- Improvements noted by students.  
  

ENVM2000 
- Information passed onto Michael Bulmer.  
- Students advised pracs on manually working out stats would be helpful. Further follow up 

required (MR) 
 

4. Studies Coordination of Assessment Due Dates 
- ENVM3203, GEOM2001, GEOG2205, LPWM2008 all due 03/06/2016  
- Students acknowledged and appreciated that this gives the maximum time to complete 

assessment.  
- GEOM2001- marking and tutors not aligned with requirements. Feedback received 25/05 

need for assignment due next week (w/c 30/05).  
- General ArcGIS complaints (slow, data corruption) seem to be common problems with 

software.  
 
GEOS3103  

- Some students feel there has been too much spatial analysis topics  
- Others feel it has been fine, too much philosophy. 

 
ENVM3115  

- Questions about content required for assessment, not sure why climate change facts aren’t 
required.   

 



LPWM2008  
- 60% due all in one week in three assignments  
- One assignment was only outlined on the 25/05 

  
CONS3017 

- Delay in provision of large assignment information, makes it hard for students to plan.  
- It would have been better if the bigger assignment item was outlined earlier in the semester 

  
PLAN2005  

- Assessment requirements confusing  
- Presentations taking place from early semester, people who have been doing assignment 

later have been doing better. Harder if you go earlier  
- All student grades displayed online with names for everyone to see 
- Differing opinions between teaching and marking in assessment content views  

 
GEOS6001  

- Stuart Phinn excellent draft turnaround time, most appreciated.   
 

ENVM3103  
- Chris McGrath, very approachable, great teaching and recording. Appreciated by students  

 
Third Year Courses  

- Timetable of contact hours clashing  
 
Cancellation of courses over the break  

- Please avoid if at all possible, causes serious issues for graduating students.  
 

5. Facilities 
 

Chaimberlain Labs  
- Untidy  
- Noted attempted improvements  
- New decorations would be appreciated, posters etc.  

 
What would we like to see in vending machine  

- Potato salad  
- Pot noodles/any noodles 
- Looking to get away from snacks  

 
Men’s paper towel in bathroom on level 4  

- Broken, needs fix  
 

Lighting Outside Chamberlain  
- Is not appropriate/ not light enough  

 

6. Service Shout out to Matt Rice  
- For organising student relations stuff and general student moral much appreciated 

 
GPEM Lab (Steel) 

- Welcome extended to undergrad research student very much appreciated  
 

7. Chair of Next 
meeting  

Harry James nominated as Chair for SCC in Semester 2 2016.  
Lauren Ravizzotti thanked for her time as Chair in Semester 1.   

 


